
  
Letter of Interest (Revised 8/7/19) 
  
Dear Candidate, 
  
I am co-chair of the Presidential Campaign Support Committee (PCSC) of the Green 
Party of the United States.   I am writing to you because we have information indicating 
that you may be interested in running for the 2020 presidential nomination of the Green 
Party. 
  
Our committee is responsible for maintaining contact with all candidates for the GPUS 
nomination.  We can provide you with advice on how to run for the nomination, 
including how to acquire delegates who will vote for you at our 2020 Presidential 
Nominating Convention.   
  
The PCSC is also responsible for a 2020 candidate’s questionnaire that we ask all 
candidates to complete.  Responses are published on the Green Party website.   
  
The PCSC also manages the process of awarding official recognition to 
candidates.  This helps party members from the Green Party focus on those candidates 
who are making a serious attempt to acquire delegates. 
  
We have an email list that allows us to communicate helpful information to all 
candidates running for the nomination. 
  
As a first step toward recognizing your candidacy, we would like for you to fill out and 
return the Letter of Interest form below.  This will place you on our candidate’s list and 
ensure that you will receive timely information from the PCSC. 
  
Good luck with your campaign! 
  
- John Andrews, Co-chair Presidential Campaign Support Committee 
  
- - - - -  

Letter of Interest Form 
Presidential Campaign Support Committee 

Green Party of the United States 
  
(Copy into a file, fill out,  and paste into an email.) 
  
Name: 
  
Are you registered to vote as a Green Party member?  __ Yes. __ No. __ No party 
registration permitted in my state. 
  
How can we contact you? (This contact information will NOT be made public.) 



Email: 
Telephone: 
Mailing address: 
- - - - - - - - - - 
Check the one item that best describes your campaign status: 
  
___ I am running for the Green Party nomination and have made a public 
announcement to this effect. 
___ I expect to seek the nomination but have not yet made a public announcement. 
___ I am exploring a run,  but have not yet decided for sure that I will run. 
___ I am not yet seriously thinking about running for the nomination. 
___ I am definitely not going to run for the GPUS nomination in 2020. 
  
If you want to make an additional comment on your status, place it here: 
  
  
- - - - - - - - - - 
Do you have a campaign website or Facebook page?  If so, please give the URL’s. 
  
- - - - - - - - - - 
  
Check the statement that best fits: 
__ You may put my name on a public list of persons who have an interest in the 
nomination. 
__ Please keep my response to you confidential for the time being. 
  
- - - - - - - - - - 
Further comments: 
  
  
- - - - - - - - - - 
  
Thank you very much for your interest. 
Return this letter to the PCSC by replying to Co-chair John Andrews, 
jandrews166@gmail.com in an email with title “Letter of Interest”.  If you want to have a 
conversation with us, let us know. 
 


